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Between the recession and the availability of new wireless services,
the triple-play bundle is becoming less appealing to cable subscribers.
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ver the past several years, customers have been consolidating
services to a single provider to
save money, reduce headaches and take
advantage of great triple-play rates.
Bundling has worked well for everyone, driving single-play customers
to subscribe to multiple services from
the same provider. Customers saved as
much as 25 percent in entertainment,
phone and Internet expenses through
such bundling.
For companies such as Comcast and
Charter, approximately two-thirds to
three-fourths of customers take two or
more services in a bundle, up from less
than 20 percent a few years ago. Cable
subscribers save money, and cable providers earn higher margins. Customers
become more sticky and less apt to jump
ship for the next promotional bundle.
However, some cracks are quietly
developing in this foundation. They are
most evident in the multiple-dwellingunit (MDU) market, where valueoriented subscribers were first to adopt
triple-play products and may now be
first to abandon them.
New MDU customers are showing
less interest in the triple-play bundle, for
economic reasons (“I’m not paying $100
a month even if I do get three services”)
and because of consumer behavioral
changes (“Why do I need your home
phone product when I use only my cellphone?”).
This trend is affecting the growth
of revenue-generating units sold by the
cable companies. In the past, marketing
campaigns were very simple. “Go upsell
our single-play digital subs to Internet
and phone too,” the marketing manager
would direct her comrades. “Tell them
we’ll give them two new services for
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For those who don’t want a salad or dessert,
the dinner special isn’t such a great deal.
only $66 a month more – a 30 percent
savings.”
Single-play subscribers began upgrading five years ago, pushing their
monthly bills as high as $150. Local
phone companies lost landline customers. DSL subscriptions tanked. Even satellite experienced a bit of a pause during
these campaigns.
The triple-play bundle became the
king of all campaigns, and everybody
got into the business with the same marketing message: “Buy more, pay less.”
Until the customer began saying,
“But I don’t want more.”
Marketing a
Stand-Alone Service
Increasingly, MDU residents are opting out of triple-play bundles, forcing
cable operators to start marketing their
services in a new manner. One of my
clients, a cable operator in the Midwest,
recently asked for help launching a campaign to sell broadband as a stand-alone
product. The company saw an opportunity to capture new MDU customers
who either didn’t want cable TV or had
selected a satellite provider and who also
had no interest in phone service. So we
prepared a no-strings-attached deal to offer broadband in an unbundled fashion.

In less than two months, broadband
penetration rates jumped by more than
40 percent! Yes, more evidence that the
triple-play bundle is dying. One new
subscriber announced to me, “I’ve created my own bundle – off-air locals,
Netflix for movies, MagicJack for phone
and your broadband-only service.”
Other companies are seeing similar opportunities to push single plays.
Charter recently began selling its broadband and phone together with DISH
video, explaining, “Look, we’d rather
sell them something, even if they won’t
bundle.” Today, more than 15 percent of
Charter customers buy only broadband.
Many residents tell me that they’d
prefer using their cellphone data plan for
Internet access rather than signing up for
another $40 broadband solution. These
residents are buying a different part of the
old bundle – digital basic cable service.
Some people love walking into a restaurant and getting the dinner special,
but for those who don’t want a salad or
dessert, it’s not such a good deal. Others
just want soup and a piece of pie. This
group seems to be the growing part of
our market.
This trend is popping up in MDUs
across the country. To prepare for it, we
need to begin unbundling the bundle. v
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